Coronavirus spreads tentacles

Covid entering new territories, hits over 30 States/UTs; 869 cases in a day raise total to 7,600; 246 dead

India in 3rd stage? The jury is out

A mass controversy has erupted in Punjab, whether or not India is in the third stage of the pandemic. While a study by the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) cited instances where COVID-19 patients did not establish contact with someone who picked up the infection from abroad, the Centre denied it was a case of community transmission in stage 3 of an outbreak. As the chances of positive cases are rising, states are toying with the idea of imposing cluster outbreak rules. The Centre also aligned with Punjab Chief Minister Captain Amarinder Singh who raised the possibility of the third wave.

WHO backtracks, says it’s cluster spread in India

The Centre has now denied mass community transmission in its State and announced extension of containment zones in states where such measures have been found necessary. However, the Centre’s announcement on extension of the cluster outbreak rules came only after Punjab, because the state had insisted on a third wave of the pandemic. The Centre had said this was because there was no need to panic.

Punjab 2nd state to extend Covid lockdown by 17 days till May 1

Punjab is the second state after Delhi to extend the Covid-19 lockdown. While the Punjab Government on Friday said the lockdown will remain in force till May 1, amid concerns that other states and Chief Ministers are looking into ways to extend it, the Centre also aligned with Punjab Chief Minister Captain Amarinder Singh who raised the possibility of the third wave.

Op SHIELD yields results, random tests soon, says Delhi Minister

With the Supreme Court allowing the Centre to conduct coronavirus surveys and testing, the Cabinet has decided to conduct surveys and testing in the capital. The move is expected to help the Government in assessing the situation in the national capital.

PM to consult CMs today, to take extension call tomorrow

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is likely to announce on Sunday the decision on continuation of lockdown after his interaction with Chief Ministers on Saturday. The Prime Minister has already informed the Centre that the three-week lockdown would be extended by one week to contain the virus.

All government offices to be closed from Tuesday

The Prime Minister has announced that all government offices will be closed from Tuesday. The move is expected to help in containing the spread of the virus.

No classes till June end; HRD mulls e-classroom

The Centre said on Thursday that no classes would be held till June end. The decision on continuation of the lockdown would be announced by the Prime Minister on Saturday following his interaction with chief ministers.
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A medical team member conducts a test at a local Covid vaccination centre in Palam

Maha situation grim: 13 more die of corona, 10 in Mumbai

The coronavirus situation continued to remain grim in Maharashtra on Friday, as 13 more people were killed by the virus and 210 new cases were reported. The total tally of deaths in the state rose to 1,085 and the number of cases to 39,929.

Maharashtra, which is the worst-hit state in terms of deaths and affected people, recorded 13 deaths — of which 10 were reported from Mumbai. Pratik Hombale, a45-year-old man, died on Friday, while three others were reported to have died during the week.

Delhi sees 15 rise in a day, total 903

Over 65% cases related to Tablighi event; 10 more areas sealed

The number of coronavirus cases in the national capital rose by 15 on Friday to a total of 903. The majority of the new cases were related to an event held in Nizamuddin area in March. The decision to take preventive measures against community transmission in the national capital, the Delhi Government said.

Hindi millions of people have fought around the world to stop the spread of coronavirus in India, but there was always a need to panic.
Dist admin facilitates feeding of stray animals

Haryana Govt sensitive to health, social security, migrant labourers: CM

Jharkhand

Coronavirus cases in Haryana rise to 162, Khattar urges people to make a unified effort

Health Minister Anil Vij on Friday informed that the total number of coronavirus cases in the state so far has risen to 162, of which, 138 are residents of the national capital, while 24 are residents of Haryana. Vij also informed that the total number of recoveries in the state has reached 49, while the total number of deaths is 12.

Khattar asks people to make a unified effort

Khattar, who is also the chief minister of Haryana, said the total number of coronavirus cases in the state is 159, of which, 138 are residents of the national capital, while 21 are residents of the state. The total number of recoveries in the state has reached 48, while the total number of deaths is 12.
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No new Covid-19 patient reported in State on Friday

The State has kept 3770 people under institutional quarantine and 263 suspected patients under hospital isolation

Workers found attempting to return to Nepal

The authorities are watching into the video of what was happening when the police noticed the workers coming from Nepal. The workers were first stopped by the police at the border of Upper Dhalli area. However, when the workers showed no signs of stopping, the police went to the factory and pulled the workers onto the road. The workers were then detained and later handed over to the Nepal authorities.

Dist Admn to distribute Over 10,000 masks today

Anagwani workers distribute THR to over 1 lakh beneficiaries

In many areas of Dehradun, the THR was being home delivered from April

The thrice-home delivered THR to over one lakh beneficiaries by Anganwani workers of THR office (DBS) is a unique initiative. The THR is distributed in the form of proteins and vitamins, and other essential items to the beneficiaries.

Samples of suspected patients getting piled up

Gujrav interacts with police, medical staff & academicians

All ptt hospitals and clinics should open OPD: Pant

The State has proposed exit policy for the lockdown till April 30

The State government has already formulated a policy for the lockdown exit in the state. The lockdown exit is expected to be implemented in phases. The first phase will be from April 14 to 20, followed by the second phase from April 21 to 30.
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India slams Pak for neglecting Covid measures

India ready to help its friends in crisis: Modi

ICMR OKs use of TB diagnostic kits for coronavirus tests

The rapid testing kits are key to

A country away the COVID-19

India seeks a test for coronavirus

PM thanks Modi

Pak COVID-19 fears grind on

High alert on Indo-Nepal border

States told to ban and use of smoking products in public places

ICAR to conduct test on wildlife for coronovirus
PMO reviews efforts to check coronavirus spread

PMO reviews efforts to check coronavirus spread

Covid crisis has lighter sides too!

CoWIN CHALLENGE IN CHENNAI
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Biden vs Trump

The race to win the White House this November has come down to two old men. White, not perfect men.

According to some scenarios, one scenario is that the president of Donald Trump. Biden is the incumbent in the Oval Office. If the economy is in a pandemic, the president's popularity has been undermined. Meanwhile, the misuse of the power of the US government during the pandemic and social unrest, and other issues, have led to massive protests. At the same time, Trump has been under pressure to act.

In addition, Trump has been under pressure to act.

In conclusion, the outcome of the election will depend on how effectively the candidates address the key issues affecting the American people. It will be a crucial election for the future of the United States.
What all scientific research in Pakistan?

Federal Science Minister Fawad Chaudhry asked why Pakistani universities were not producing good research. It is a good question. But is he willing to listen to an answer?
Coronavirus deaths cross 18,000 in US

The worldwide number of virus deaths from the coronavirus pandemic rose to 1,438,125 on Friday as the death toll in the United States continued to climb, according to a Reuters tally of official reports.

In the US, data from the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University showed the death toll exceeding 18,000. The tally included 2,310 deaths on Friday.

The total number of deaths in the US has risen by 31,100 in the past week, and 31 states have reported that more than 500 people have died in the past seven days.
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**Airlines engage in banner online**

**New Delhi**

Two days ahead of the resumption of air travel, aviation companies are finalising their banner campaigns for the banner on banner wars that are set to unfold online.

The banner campaign on banner for the companies is set to kick off this week under the banner of “Home for the Holidays” that will continue till the end of the year.

**Petrol pump operators seek financial help**

**New Delhi**

Petrol pump operators in the country are seeking financial help from the government in times of distress.

The operators have been left reeling due to the steep decline in fuel sales and the continued lockdown measures.

**IndiGo to suspend meal service**

For some time, fill only 50% seats in airport buses post lockdown

**New Delhi**

IndiGo, India’s largest budget carrier, has decided to suspend meal service in its buses in airports from July 1.

The move is expected to help the airline reduce costs and enhance overall safety and hygiene measures.

**Petrol pump operators on the brink**

**New Delhi**

Petrol pump operators in the country are on the brink of collapse due to the ongoing lockdown and the fall in fuel sales.

These operators have been seeking financial assistance from the government to tide over this crisis.
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**Dell India**

Dell India, which is a leading computer manufacturer, has been facing tough times due to the lockdown.

The company has announced that it will be laying off a significant number of employees due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
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**When Broadway went silent**

Theatre actor SAMAHA PAULY and BRITNEY MACK, who play two wives of Henry VIII in the musical Six, have turned down their disappointment by singing for the audience on social media amid virus shutdown. The hit musical ‘Six’ has serenaded Twitter with an online version of the Tony Award-winning show. Both the musicals abrupt closure has hit the productions coming up for a few weeks. The Actors’ Equity Association was able to temporarily reopen Six, a reimagining of the river, singing along to their fans. An anxious to reopen an industry.
The hero but not hit: Satrangi Re is a Marathi feature film released in 2015, directed by Ravi Jadhav and produc- ed by Suresh Gopi. It is a revenge thriller set against the backdrop of the Marathi film industry. The film, which tells the story of a man who seeks revenge for the death of his wife, has been critically acclaimed and has won several awards at film festivals.

The film is a gripping tale of revenge and justice, set in the world of Marathi cinema. The main character, played by Ravi Jadhav, is a talented and respected actor who is forced to leave the industry after his wife is killed by his rival. Determined to get revenge, he sets out to find his wife's killer and bring him to justice. The film is a gripping tale of revenge and justice, set in the world of Marathi cinema.
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Australians are bowled over by bowler's bowling

Australian paceman Pat Cummins believes he was lucky to play in the Indian Premier League behind closed doors as it would reduce a degree of "scrappiness" into daily life for the constituting pandemic.

The 26-year-old star player of the year - he took 12 wickets in the 10-match tournament - insisted on March 29 until April 15 that the standard was not as high as usual, although the atmosphere in the bubble at the hotel was not as good as expected or evenCould smell the buildings.

Another problem for Cummins was that the IPL is broadcasting overseas.

The Archer of the tournament - Cummins is contracted to the Kolkata Knight Riders and has a lucrative overseas
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